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一､中文摘要
本研究計畫首先對照既有的實驗數據，以
塑性黏土為材料，針對已建立好的有限元素分
析模組進行驗證。再採用有限元素模擬的方
法，探討生產無縫管時採用行星式輥軋機輥軋
成型的過程，以期瞭解工件輥軋成型的變化情
形。同時，藉由流線方程式運用上界限法求出
使塑性變形所消耗總功率為最小的動可容許速
度場，從中求得管件在成型過程中各點的速度
以及加工的能量，並與有限元素分析所求得的
結果進行比較。
關鍵詞：行星式輥軋，有限元素法，流線方程
式，上界限法。
Abstr act
In this study, the PSW rolling with plasticine
was first simulated and the results were compared
with the experimental data to testify the
numerical model. Then the finite element method
and the dual-stream-functions upper bound
method are selected to analyze the tube rolling
process
with
planetary
rolling
mill.
Three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element
simulations with special emphasis on the
determination of roller profile and realistic
contact conditions between rollers, workpiece and
mandrel, is used to reveal the deformation
characteristics of seamless tube during rolling
process. In addition, the kinematically admissible
velocity field of deforming tube is described in
terms of two stream functions so that the velocity
components of the deforming tube can be
obtained through the upper-bound analysis. The
results from both methods with different variables
are observed and compared.
Keywor d ： Planetary rolling process; Finite
element; Upper bound; Dual-Stream functions
二､緣由與目的
Planetary rolling mill ( Planetensh r&
a&
gwalzwerk ,
PSW)[1], has been successfully operated on

roughing rolling process. The advantages of PSW
include flexibility of workpiece size, low rolling
load, low lateral spread of material [2][3] and low
temperature drop between leading and tail ends of
the rolled workpiece [4]. Because of its high
reduction and continuity, the PSW is also able to
manufacture seamless tubes from pierced billets.
A set of PSW, which is used as a elongation mill,
combined with a sizing or stretch-reducing mill in
the tube production forms one continuously
operating unit (Fig.1) [5] and permits the
omission of the cooling and reheating operations
that are usually required after elongation for
conventional elongation mill. And noise level is
lowered because of no cold tubes clashing against
the mandrel. Further, the PSW provides close
wall thickness tolerances through transverse
rolling at elongation stage [6] and increased yield.
Most papers about PSW were focused on the
rod rolling process, only a few on the seamless
tube rolling process. For rod rolling process,
Aoyagi [7] observed the flow of the material and
pressure distribution on rollers during rolling
process. In analytical research, Hwang [8] had
used the dual-stream functions for investigating
the plastic deformation behavior of the rod during
planetary rolling process. On numerical analysis,
Shih
and
Hung
[9]
employed
the
three-dimensional finite element analysis and
optimum method to obtained the rolling
deformation and resulting stress and strains. For
tube rolling process, Siebke [10] had used the
elementary mechanics to analyze the force acting
on rollers and mandrel. However, few works have
been done on studying the tube rolling process
with the three-dimensional finite element
deformation analysis or with upper-bound
solution through the dual-stream functions. The
purpose of this study is thus to use the finite
element method to further analyzes the planetary
rolling process with a systematic study on the
effects of rolling parameters and also compares
the results to those derived from the dual-stream

functions.
三､研究方法
3.1. Comparison with experiment results
Plasticine was used as working material in
most experimental work. Therefore, in the
beginning of analysis, the plasticine PPW 1/3 1.5
was simulated. Fig.2 shows the stress-strain
relationship of this plasticine [9].
3.2. Finite element model
With the procedures mentioned in the last year
project, three rollers with 120 degrees separation
together with a hollow workpiece and a
cylindrical mandrel had been built and then the
corresponding mesh system was generated as
shown in Fig. 3.
3.3. Dual-Stream Function
An admissible velocity field for an
incompressible body in a three-dimensional space
can be represented in terms of two stream
functions was first proposed by Nagpal [11]. The
velocity components in cylindrical coordinate can
be written as the cross product of the gradients of
two stream functions,
(1)
V = V (Vr , Vθ ,Vz ) = ∇ψ × ∇φ
where ψ and φ are the stream functions and
(Vr , Vθ , Vz ) are the velocity components.
In this study, the rollers are considered rigid
and the material property of hollow tube is
rigid-plastic and isotropic. Thus the flow pattern
of the deforming material in r-z plan can be
written as [12] (Fig. 4):
φ = v0

Rw2 − Ri2 r 2 − Ri2
2
R( z) 2 − Ri2

(2)

where R( z) represents the workpiece profile in the
roll gap. In the θ − r plane, the flow pattern is
assumed that the circumferential velocity along
the radius direction is linearly distributed [8] and
can be written as:
z θ
(3)
ψ = −
2π

l

l is the moving distance along the z-axis as the
hollow tube makes a complete rotation.
Among all kinematically admissible velocity
fields, the actual one minimizes the expression
[13]
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四、結果與討論
4.1. Comparison with Experiment Results

PSW rolling with plasticine was first simulated
and the results were compared with the
experiment data [7] to testify the correctness of
numerical procedures. The rolling load related to
the reduction in diameters is shown in Fig. 5. The
loads with simulation are a little higher than those
of experiments but the tendency is very close. In
addition, the effect of offset angles on exiting
velocity of rod is shows in Fig. 6. The simulation
results are close to those of experiments. The
difference between simulation and experiment
should be mainly on the property of plasticine
4.2. Results of Finite Element Analysis
The vertical cross-section of a deforming tube
is shown in Fig. 7. The workpiece was twisted by
the interaction of the rollers and the mandrel and
thus has spiral marks on the tube surface. Due to
the rotation and feed movement brought by
rollers, the material flow was not uniform
between the internal and external part of the tube.
Figure 8 is the contour of effective stress of the
workpiece during the rolling process. It can be
seen that the maximum von Mises stress occurs at
the parts contacting with the rollers.
Figure 9 shows that the exit velocity
increased with the magnitude of offset angle and
decreased with respect to the wall thickness of
deformed tube. In addition, the rolling load
increased with the offset angle and also increased
with the tube thickness as shown in Fig. 10.
4.3. Dual-Stream Function
Velocity
components
obtained
from
dual-stream functions are shown in Fig. 11(a)
while Fig. 11(b) shows the velocity components
on the tube surface from the finite element
analysis. The velocity distribution from the
dual-stream functions clearly indicates the
rotation movement of the workpiece. Similar
results are found in the FE calculation. However,
the amount of advancing movement of the
deforming tube is not as obvious as that obtained
from FEM. The energy rates calculated from the
dual-stream functions are displayed in Fig. 12 and
are compared with the results from FEM. The
tendencies from both analyses are very similar.
The differences between two methods of
analysis mainly come from the over simplified
assumptions of the dual stream functions. The
circumferential velocity along the radius direction
shall not be treated as linear distribution,
especially in the deforming zone. In addition, the
lack for the velocity discontinuities along the
interface between deforming surface and free
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七､圖表

Fig.1 Layout of a tube production plant with
PSW
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surface in the roll gap also leads to the deviations
from the FE simulation.
五､計畫結果自評
This research tried to provide the solutions
of the problem on the planetary rolling process
for tube production by using both the finite
element method and dual-stream functions. The
conclusions follow.
1. The offset angle of the roller influences the
exit velocity of the workpiece, the rolling
load and the dissipated energy in
deformation.
2. Combining the dual-stream functions and
upper bound approach provides a feasible
way to analyze the three-dimensional metal
forming problems analytically. The results
show similar tendencies with those from the
finite element method about energy rate, but
with some discrepancies in the magnitude.
3. The model of the dual-stream function from
which velocity field is derived can be further
modified to approach the real material
behaviors during deformation.
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Fig. 3 Mesh system of PSW
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